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権力の終焉 2015-07-17 マーク ザッカーバーグ facebook ceo 主催のブッククラブ第1回の
課題書に選定されるや 全米で20万部超のベストセラーとなった話題作 フィナンシャルタイムズ 2014年ベ
ストブック アリアナ ハフィントン ハフィントン ポスト創設者 絶賛 権力の衰退が世界を変えた 今日の権力は
行使も維持も困難である 権力そのものが かつてない方法で攻撃されはじめているからだ 権力の劣化 衰退が 富
裕層だけでなく中間層と生活困窮者に与える影響を分析 経済 政治 社会 ビジネスなど あらゆる分野における権
力衰退の要因と影響を明らかにする
The Revenge of Power 2022-02-22 named one of the new
yorker s best books of 2022 an authoritative and intelligent
portrait of the global spread of authoritarianism and its
dangers what sets this work apart from books like timothy
snyder s on tyranny and michiko kakutani s the death of
truth is its unusually comprehensive armada of facts about
the international drift over the past two decades toward
authoritarian leaders whether old style dictators like kim jong
un or nominally elected presidents like vladimir putin kirkus
an urgent thrilling and original look at the future of
democracy that illuminates one of the most important battles
of our time the future of freedom and how to contain and
defeat the autocrats mushrooming around the world in his
bestselling book the end of power moisés naím examined
power diluting forces in the revenge of power naím turns to
the trends conditions technologies and behaviors that are
contributing to the concentration of power and to the clash
between those forces that weaken power and those that
strengthen it he concentrates on the three p s populism
polarization and post truths all of which are as old as time
but are combined by today s autocrats to undermine
democratic life in new and frightening ways power has not
changed but the way people go about gaining it and using it
has been transformed the revenge of power is packed with
alluring characters riveting stories about power grabs and



losses and vivid examples of the tricks and tactics used by
autocrats to counter the forces that are weakening their
power it connects the dots between global events and
political tactics that when taken together show a profound
and often stealthy transformation in power and politics
worldwide using the best available data and insights taken
from recent research in the social sciences naím reveals how
on close examination the same set of strategies to
consolidate power pop up again and again in places with
vastly different political economic and social circumstances
and offers insights about what can be done to ensure that
freedom and democracy prevail the outcomes of these
battles for power will determine if our future will be more
autocratic or more democratic naím addresses the questions
at the heart of the matter why is power concentrating in
some places while in others it is fragmenting and degrading
and the big question what is the future of freedom
Summary of Moises Naim's The End of Power 2021-05-09 buy
now to get the key takeaways from moises naim s the end of
power sample key takeaways 1 power is simply defined as
the ability to make others do or stop doing something power
as we know it today is undergoing a huge transformation one
which has potential to change history and the world 2 power
is changing because it is no longer solely in the hands of the
big players in the world as in large institutions or
organizations it s slowly seeping out into the hands of other
smaller players
The End of Power 2015-02-13 in the twenty first century
power is easier to get harder to use and easier to lose states
moisés naím in his book the end of power in this review we
outline his key ideas which explain why power scattered



among many actors agents of new micropowers poses one of
the greatest current challenges
End of Power 2015 in the twenty first century power is
easier to get harder to use and easier to lose states moisés
naím in his book the end of power in this review we outline
his key ideas which explain why power scattered among
many actors agents of new micropowers poses one of the
greatest current challenges inhaltsverzeichnis the decay of
power making sense of power how power got big how power
lost its edge why are landslides majorities and mandates
endangered species the decay of power in national politics
pentagons versus pirates the decaying power of large armies
whose world it be veto
Summary of Moisés Naím's The Revenge of Power
2022-03-24T22:59:00Z please note this is a companion
version not the original book sample book insights 1
autocrats are political leaders who reach power through a
fairly democratic election and then set out to dismantle the
checks on executive power through populism polarization
and post truth 2 the second strategy used to gain and keep
power is polarization relentlessly demonizing opponents and
portraying wedge issues that divide the nation are the
divisive tactics that often yield great results 3 polarization
eliminates the possibility of a middle ground pushing every
single person and organization to take sides in our age it is
facilitated by the dynamics of fandom and identity 4 the 3p
framework is a system for taking wielding and maintaining
unlimited power in a world that doesn t recognize that kind
of power as legitimate it solves that problem by faking fealty
to the liberal consensus all the while eating away at it from
the inside



The End of Power 2013 we know that power is shifting
from west to east and north to south from presidential
palaces to public squares from once formidable corporate
behemoths to nimble startups and slowly but surely from
men to women but power is not merely shifting and
dispersing it is also decaying those in power today are more
constrained in what they can do with it and more at risk of
losing it than ever before in the end of power award winning
columnist and former foreign policy editor moisés naím
illuminates the struggle between once dominant
megaplayers and the new micropowers challenging them in
Parameters 2014 political communication has
fundamentally transformed as digital technologies have
become increasingly important in everyday life technology
platforms have become powerful political instruments for
world leaders campaigns social movements journalists and
non governmental organizations moreover they are essential
to how people communicate about politics encounter and
share political information and take action to pursue their
political goals this is the first textbook to center digital
platforms in understanding political communication with
global examples beyond the context of western democracies
the text reveals how digital technologies such as social
media and search engines are increasingly shaping political
communication in countries around the world it shows how
the core processes of political communication are being
reshaped by platforms from how elections are contested to
how issues make it onto policymaking agendas topics
covered include public opinion journalism strategic
communication political parties social movements
governance disinformation propaganda populism race



ethnicity and democratic backsliding full of lively examples
and pedagogical features platforms power and politics offers
an exciting and innovative new approach to political
communication it is essential reading for students of political
communication and an important resource for scholars
journalists and policymakers
Platforms, Power, and Politics 2023-10-10 an absorbing look
at the daily lives of rural jews in eighteenth and nineteenth
century germany includes over 75 black and white
illustrations a guide for researchers maps and a bibliography
Portraits of Our Past 2017-04 this is the first book in the
spiritual revolution series in the world s future there is a
single governing body all individuals are given a mark on
their right hand at birth so they can be monitored people are
strongly encouraged to follow a religion designed by the
government the worship of any other religion without
permission is illegal people do not know they have a soul
most are unaware of the intense spiritual warfare occurring
around them the program to collect human souls is a well
guarded secret christians and jews from a place called the
colony fight against this terrifying evil they have been called
upon to save humanity or be responsible for its destruction
Spiritual Revolution 2022-06-10 survival the iiss s
bimonthly journal challenges conventional wisdom and
brings fresh often controversial perspectives on strategic
issues of the moment in this issue hannah aries bastian
giegerich and tim lawrenson assess that europe s defence
industry will struggle to meet increased production needs in
2007 the late ronald steel judged that while the iraq war had
weakened the united states it would not profoundly affect us
foreign policy from the archive dana h allin reflects on ronald



steel s legacy and prospects for the extended american
century liana fix argues that the west should formulate
security guarantees for ukraine in parallel with its counter
offensive daniel sobelman assesses that the yemen based
houthi rebel movement is emulating hizbullah and seven
more thought provoking pieces as well as our regular book
reviews and noteworthy column editor dr dana allin
managing editor jonathan stevenson associate editor carolyn
west editorial assistant charlie zawadzki
Survival: June - July 2023 2023-06-09 migrants have
become an important social and political constituency
throughout the world in addition to sending remittances to
their home countries many migrants maintain political ties
with their nations of origin through the expansion of dual
citizenship and voting rights some even return home to
participate in local and national level politics but to what
extent do migrants influence their home communities and
governments mexican migrants fought for and won the right
to dual nationality in 1997 and the right to vote from abroad
in presidential elections in 2005 as the country with the
world s second largest emigrant population many expected
that the enfranchisement of the mexican diaspora would
powerfully shape the direction of mexican politics scholars
policy makers and migrant politicians have argued that
migrants who exercise these rights will through contact with
the u s political system and culture develop more democratic
attitudes and behaviors and in turn help to democratize their
home states however only a tiny share of the mexican
diaspora community exercised their voting rights in the 2006
and 2012 elections and as this book shows though migrants
do engage socially and politically in their communities of



origin and at times powerfully impact political dynamics
there the outcomes don t uniformly enhance local democracy
for example while this research finds that migrants from non
elite backgrounds were able to parlay their migrant
experience into a path to power in their home states non
migrant politicians have been more successful at maintaining
stability after election due to their ties to the dominant
governing parties even when migrant political actors intend
to open up the political systems of their home towns bring
about needed reforms or improve governance the impact of
their engagement at the aggregate level of municipal politics
depends on a range of intervening factors most importantly
the nature of their interactions with non migrant political
actors in their home states and municipalities here michael s
danielson develops a theory of and methodological model for
studying migrant impact on the communities and countries
they leave behind examining a largely underexplored area of
research in the migration literature
Emigrants Get Political 2017-12-01 垂直にそびえ立つ階層制の組織と アイデ
アや情報を伝える横に広がる分散型のネットワークとの緊張関係が 歴史を動かしてきた
スクエア・アンド・タワー（上） 2019-12-06 in a period of budget austerity
prioritization becomes especially important for defense
policymakers in order to determine such priorities it is first
necessary to consider the nature of conflict and missions the
u s military may face in the future by assessing the key
components or drivers of the future security environment fse
an unknowable future becomes a bit clearer this report
provides such an assessment drawing on qualitative data
such as national security and foreign policy literature
defense department strategy and operational documents
and interviews with leading academics and practitioners this



study identifies the drivers of the fse in order to guide
analysis and decision making
Defense 2045 2015-11-11 around the turn of 21st century
spain welcomed more than six million foreigners many of
them from various parts of the african continent how african
immigrants represent themselves and are represented in
contemporary spanish texts is the subject of this
interdisciplinary collection analyzing blogs films translations
and literary works by contemporary authors including donato
ndongo ecquatorial guinea abderrahman el fathi morocco
chus gutiérrez spain juan bonilla spain and bahia mahmud
awah western sahara the contributors interrogate how
spanish cultural texts represent idealize or sympathize with
the plight of immigrants as well as the ways in which
immigrants themselves represent spain and spanish culture
at the same time these works shed light on issues related to
spain s racial ethnic and sexual boundaries the appeal of
images of africa in the contemporary marketplace and the
role of spain s economic crisis in shaping attitudes towards
immigration taken together the essays are a convincing
reminder that cultural texts provide a mirror into the
perceptions of a society during times of change
African Immigrants in Contemporary Spanish Texts
2016-03-09 this book focuses on china s experience in
development over the past 70 years and its significance as
well as building a community with a shared future for
mankind the book consists of a collection of papers
contributed by researchers from many countries covering the
topics of world order a community with a shared future for
mankind the belt and road initiative exchange and mutual
learning between civilizations china model china and the



world multi bilateral relationship sustainable development
China's Development and the Construction of the Community
with a Shared Future for Mankind 2023-05-05 how change
happens bridges the gap between academia and practice
bringing together the best research from a range of
academic disciplines and the evolving practical
understanding of activists to explore the topic of social and
political change
How Change Happens (2nd Edition) 2024-06-13 based
around a compilation of his popular schumpeter columns
adrian wooldridge takes a look at the forces that are
disrupting today s fast moving business world the disruption
has many causes the internet s rapid spread the challenge
from emerging markets in innovation and manufacturing
clever management techniques that are forcing companies
to rethink strategy robots advancing from the factory floor
into the service sector and much more these developments
are shaking business and social life to its foundations
producing a new set of winners and losers and forcing
everyone to adapt and change the great disruption explains
the forces that are disrupting today s business world and the
management gurus that predicted them who are the winners
and the losers and how institutions have tried and often
failed to change how classic management problems such as
talent management distribution and outsourcing persist but
with a new twist what the future holds for companies
universities competition and society it also reminds us why
joseph schumpeter s ideas about creative destruction are
particularly valuable today
The Great Disruption 2015-04-02 contemporary western
societies are witnessing ground breaking social economic



and political changes at an accelerating pace these changes
are challenging the way democracy works and the role that
political elites play in this system of government using a
theoretical and empirical approach this volume argues that
political elites are urged to develop new strategies in order
to achieve interest aggregation to safeguard collective action
and to maintain elite autonomy and stability the adaptive
capacities of political elites are assessed through case
studies comparative and longitudinal analyses of their social
structure their recruitment patterns and their attitudes the
book includes contributions from reputable scholars in the
field of elite research and specialists on individual political
systems across europe and the us it provides an analytical
framework demonstrating that political elites are inevitable
and potentially able to respond successfully to varying
challenges the book will be of key interest to scholars and
students of political elites democracy comparative politics
political participation and european politics
The Contested Status of Political Elites 2018-07-17
intellectual history has never been more relevant and more
important to public life in the united states in complicated
and confounding times people look for the principles that
drive action and the foundations that support national ideals
american labyrinth demonstrates the power of intellectual
history to illuminate our public life and examine our
ideological assumptions this volume of essays brings
together 19 influential intellectual historians to contribute
original thoughts on topics of widespread interest raymond
haberski jr and andrew hartman asked a group of nimble
sharp scholars to respond to a simple question how might
the resources of intellectual history help shed light on



contemporary issues with historical resonance the answers
all rigorous original and challenging are as eclectic in
approach and temperament as the authors are different in
their interests and methods taken together the essays of
american labyrinth illustrate how intellectual historians
operating in many different registers at once and ranging
from the theoretical to the political can provide telling
insights for understanding a public sphere fraught with
conflict in order to understand why people are ready to fight
over cultural symbols and political positions we must have
insight into how ideas organize enliven and define our lives
ultimately as haberski and hartman show in this volume the
best route through our contemporary american labyrinth is
the path that traces our practical and lived ideas
American Labyrinth 2018-12-15 what in the world is going
on these days the world has everyone spinning weekly
terrorist attacks the refugee crisis transgender bathrooms
academic safe spaces tensions with russia a perpetually
uncertain economy the list goes on it s enough to make us
crazy or want to put our heads in the sand but we can t
because these are our times and we must face them so what
many christians are looking for is someone to communicate a
way forward someone who both understands culture and
trusts the bible mark sayers is such a leader one who writes
from the future he is a gifted cultural analysist who combines
his biblical knowledge curious mind and pastoral heart to
offer a guide to the times strange days will help christians
slow down get their bearings and follow god with wisdom and
tact in this wild world take heart for i have overcome the
world jesus said nearly 2 000 years ago and that s the
message of strange days the message the church needs



today
Strange Days 2017-05-02 this handbook explores the main
themes and topics of the emerging field of global
administrative law with contributions by leading scholars and
experts from universities and organizations around the world
the variety of the subjects addressed and the internationality
of the handbook s perspectives make for a truly global and
multi dimensional view of the field the book first examines
the growth of global administrations their interactions within
global networks the emergence of a global administrative
process and the development of the rule of law and
democratic principles at a global level it goes on to illustrate
the relationship between global law and other legal orders
with particular attention to regional systems and national
orders the final section devoted to the emergence of a global
legal culture brings the book full circle by identifying the
growth of a global epistemic community the research
handbook on global administrative law provides a
contemporary overview of the nascent field in detailed yet
accessible terms making it a valuable book for university
courses academics and scholars with an interest in
international law administrative law public law and
comparative law will find value in this book as well as legal
professionals involved with international and supranational
organizations and national civil servants dealing with
supranational organizations
Research Handbook on Global Administrative Law
2016-02-27 over the past quarter century four consecutive
american presidents two democrat two republican have
spent more time diplomatic capital and military resources on
iraq than any other country in the world much as the



vietnam syndrome cast a long shadow over american
security policy in the decades after the end of the vietnam
war iraq provides the commanding narrative for this
generation of american leaders in this book former deputy
secretary of state p j crowley one of america s most
insightful national security commentators unpacks the legacy
of american triumphs and failures in iraq he argues that
presidents have fallen victim to the iraq syndrome the
disconnect between politics policy strategy and narrative
that has hampered america s foreign policy in the middle
east and hotspots throughout the world in order to maintain
america s global leadership role crowley argues that the next
president must realign american s national security politics
policies strategies and narrative for the long term
Red Line 2016-12-15 this book focuses on leadership what it
is how it works and how complex multi layered and multi
dimensional it is and how it will change in the years ahead if
we are to build tomorrow s leaders today we need to
anticipate what skills temperaments and specific
competencies will be valuable as we face future needs if the
past is a predictor of the future the world of tomorrow will be
characterized by rapid change new technology greater
diversity increased globalization and the need for lifelong
learning as a political scientist and presidential scholar
michael genovese incorporates a wide range of disciplinary
perspectives and research on leadership in this book to give
students practitioners and leadership scholars a welcome
and engaging look to the future
Building Tomorrow's Leaders Today 2013-12-04 how and
why influence is gained and maintained has undergone a
fundamental transformation many contemporary thinkers



have sensed a change in the air a movement away from
some of the deep seated leadership patterns established
over the last several decades among these patterns miller
illustrates the concept of influence the underlying
foundational values of its traditional definition how that
definition has affected society and how a new definition with
new values can produce positive change for individuals
communities businesses and cultures the author shows that
influence based on position possessions and pedigree
produces nothing more than the status quo a static
semblance of success while influence based on community
character and choice lifts leadership to the level of
productive organic and lasting change
Resilient Cities, Safe Societies 2018-02-28 identifies and
provides prices for thousands of baseball cards and
collectibles
Lift 2016-01-19 australians once trusted the democratic
process while we got on with our lives we assumed our
politicians had our best interests at heart not anymore that
trust has collapsed mark latham joined the labor party in the
late 1970s hoping to improve people s lives through
parliamentary service twenty five years later the opposition
leader ended up as disillusioned as the rest of us the
scorching honesty of the latham diaries ensured he d burned
his political bridges but ostracism from the canberra club has
its advantages in the political bubble mark latham is free to
explore how parliamentary democracy has lost touch with
the people it s supposed to represent as with most
institutions at risk politics has become more tribal with left
and right wing fanatics dominating formerly robust
mainstream parties after the disappointment of the rudd



gillard years tony abbott promised to restore trust in
australian politics but as with most of his promises it was
dispensable the political bubble looks at the new government
s policies how abbott is adding to distrust not solving the
problem what can be done about this democratic deficit can
our parliamentary system realign itself with community
expectations or has politics become one long race to the
bottom a brilliant analysis of australia in the era of tony
abbott and fanatical right wing politics robert manne
2008 Standard Catalog of Baseball Cards 2007-10-04
perspectives on the security of singapore the first 50 years
explores the security of singapore in the last 50 years and its
possible trajectories into the future this volume brings
together the diverse perspectives of a team of academics
with different expertise ranging from history to political
science to security studies with a common interest in
singapore the book is further boosted by the recollections of
key civil servants involved with foreign affairs and defence
such as s r nathan peter ho bilahari kausikan and philip yeo
contents introductionpart 1 singapore s conception of
security ang cheng guan national security and singapore an
assessment norman vasu and bernard loo deliquescent
security threats singapore in the era of hyper globalisation
alan chong singapore and global governance free rider or
responsible stakeholder tan see seng the challenge of
strategic intelligence for the singapore armed forces kwa
chong guan desecuritisation and after desecuritisation the
water issue in singapore malaysia relations s r joey long
singapore s security in the context of singapore malaysia
indonesia relations bilveer singh singapore s relations with
malaysia and indonesia theophilus kwek and joseph chinyong



liow international missions of the singapore armed forces
how far would you go katie tan and ong weichong why the
fpda still matters to singapore ralf emmers singapore in
asean s quest toward a security community mely caballero
anthony singapore and the great powers khong yuen foong
the changing terrorist threat landscape in singapore rohan
gunaratna managing religious diversity in singapore context
and challenges mohammad alami musa and mohamed imran
mohamed taib part 2 personal reminiscencessafeguarding
singapore s security defence and diplomacy s r nathan
organising for national security the singapore experience
peter ho pragmatic adaptation not grand strategy shaped
singapore foreign policy bilahari kausikan dr goh keng swee
and the building of singapore s defence industrial capability
philip yeo conclusion strategic certainties facing singapore in
2065 barry desker readership undergraduate and graduate
students researchers and academics and general public
interested in security studies in general and in singapore key
features this is possibly the first scholarly collective effort
book on the subject of security of singaporethe contributors
are academics within and associated with the s rajaratnam
school of international studies rsis the only school cum think
tank that specialises in security issues in singaporethe
contributors include former top civil servants who played a
significant role in the shaping and conduct of singapore s
foreign and defence policieskeywords security foreign policy
singapore
The Political Bubble 2014-08-01 this collection of
calaveras folk poetry in the mexican tradition of day of the
dead celebrations satirizes public figures reminding them
that their time on earth is limited despite their fame in



addition to the replicas of the calaveras originally published
in newspapers and magazines this volume includes
background information about this particular poetic genre
biographical information and interviews with don moisés and
analysis of the poetry no one escaped espino s eye including
richard nixon fidel castro and muhammad ali compiled and
edited by university of texas at san antonio professor ellen
clark this ebook contains espino s complete collection
Perspectives on the Security of Singapore 2015-07-22 the
answer to global overload contending with the 24 7 news
cycle and an endless barrage of choices and information has
stymied leadership and decision making strategies among
those at the top but we all know this is not a just a problem
for the elite the broad based reaction to this chaotic
unmanageable assault has been to retrench and to focus on
immediate controllable decisions in the process we lose sight
of the horizon more dangerous still is the shift we ve seen
from value creation to wealth creation where information
technology 1 0 has enabled a transaction based society in
which the deal is more important than the value it drives or
the relationships it is based on on our current path the odds
of a better future are slim what we need is a new value
proposition beating the global odds is the answer to the
dangers of too much of a good thing there s no going back
but there is the opportunity to set things right in this book
paul a laudicina managing partner and chairman of the board
of global consulting firm a t kearney provides a fast paced
and engaging tour of how we got to this point and what we
can do about it drawing on examples from everything from
world history and current media to anecdotes from his vast
network of ceos and the world s most innovative thinkers



laudicina helps bring our world of seemingly fuzzy and
disconnected pixels into sharp focus the result is a
compelling case for change and call to action not only for
global leaders but also for everyone who struggles with the
question of how we can inspire and seize a better future how
we can beat the global odds
The "Calaveras" of Don Moisés Espino del Castillo 2015-04-30
a study guide for moises kaufman s the laramie project
excerpted from gale s acclaimed drama for students this
concise study guide includes plot summary character
analysis author biography study questions historical context
suggestions for further reading and much more for any
literature project trust drama for students for all of your
research needs
A Memoir of the Late Reverend Hugh Moises, Etc 1823
this present book examines some of the key features of the
interplay between legal history authoritarian rule and
political transitions in brazil and other countries from the end
of 20th century until today this book casts light on these
aspects of the role of law and legal actors institutions in the
context of transition from authoritarian rule to democratic
state brazil has produced a significant literature on the
challenges and shortcomings of the transition but little
attention has been given to the role of law and legal actors
institutions different approaches focus on the legal
mechanisms discourses and practices used by the military
regime and by the players involved in the political transition
process in brazil a comparative perspective that takes into
account different political transitions and their legal
consequences in europe and latin america complements the
analysis part 1 4 essays discusses some of the central issues



of political transition and legal history in contemporary brazil
focusing on the time of the transition and its effects on
transitional justice with different perspectives from racial and
gender issues to constitutional reform and police repression
part 2 3 essays brings the comparative studies on south
american experiences part 3 4 essays analyses different
cases of transition to democracy in chile portugal spain and
italy part 4 3 essays proposes a historiographical and
methodological approach considering the politics of time
involved in the interplay between political transitions and
legal history
Beating the Global Odds 2012-09-04 retail is going
through difficult times and is suffering the consequences of
both the economic crisis and the digitization of society
fundamentally there is a bigger problem stores cannot keep
up with the changing behavior of customers who are
connected 24 7 customers for whom there is no distinction
between online and offline the end of online shopping the
future of new retail in an always connected world describes
how the smart the sharing the circular and the platform
economy are shaping a new era of always connected retail
retailers urgently need to innovate if they want to stay
relevant in a world dominated by marketplaces and sharing
platforms the book contains inspiring examples from
different industries which include the usual suspects such as
amazon alibaba and google but also local startups and
covers all aspects of the customer journey from orientation
and selection to delivery the end of online shopping provides
an excellent overview of shopping trends and developments
worldwide and offers readers indispensable insights into the
future of retail



A Study Guide for Moises Kaufman's "The Laramie
Project" 2016 from conflict resolution to peacebuilding is
designed to introduce students to the key concepts of
conflict resolution from a real world perspective covering
both micro and macro sites of conflict it offers ways to
resolve conflicts at all levels from the interpersonal to the
international starting with the notion that conflict is a fact of
life but peacebuilding is not this text analyzes protracted
conflicts and wicked problems and also tackles the harder
task of how to resolve conflict and build peace hauss
approach to peace and conflict studies is deeply personal
and richly informed based on a strong research base and
decades of experience in the field the book offers new
paradigms for considering the intractable conflicts in our
world each chapter provides real world examples stories and
cases that illustrating practical work at both the grass roots
and elite levels in a world where conflict seems to be on the
rise at home and abroad this text provides students with the
tools to deal with conflict constructively in their daily lives as
citizens and as future professionals in the growing field of
conflict resolution features full suite of textboxes for study
and application key terms and references for further reading
conflict labs to help students apply concepts to real world
situations out on a limb boxes ask readers to consider bold
new ideas and paradigm shifts for analyzing conflict and
building peace a dynamic range of open access instructor
and student resources can be found at the author s website
chiphauss info including videos of interviews curated web
links updates on breaking news author s weekly blog reviews
of new books documentaries and other publications a
discussion forum in which students and faculty members can



interact with each other and with the author on issues of
their choosing regular video office hours with the author
Comparing Transitions to Democracy. Law and Justice in
South America and Europe 2021-10-01 the price guide
editors of sports collectors digest present the most thorough
and accurate baseball card price guide covering all regular
issues from 1981 to 2002 coverage includes more than 200
000 baseball cards and inserts from each set listed as well as
assorted memorabilia including autographs game used
jerseys bat inserts and much more includes wax box and
pack pricing for each product too prices are given in us
dollars the respected price guide editors of sports collectors
digest utilize actual card transactions from scd s dealer
network and online auction results to accurately price each
card sports collectors digest editors track a large network of
sports collectibles dealers and auction sales they report their
findings recent trends and hobby news in 52 weekly issues
annually scd is the very best source for cards memorabilia
and autographs in the world each issue includes a weekly
show calendar thousands of ads from the best dealers in the
country recent auction reports checklists on new and old
card sets plus interviews with the sports stars of yesterday
The End of Online Shopping 1999-01-05 when reynold levy
became the new president of lincoln center in 2002 new york
magazine described the situation he walked in to as a
community in deep distress riven by conflict ideas for the
redevelopment of lincoln center s artistic facilities and public
spaces required spending more than 1 2 billion but there was
no clear pathway for how to raise that kind of unprecedented
sum the individual resident organizations that were the key
constituents of lincoln center the metropolitan opera the new



york city opera the new york philharmonic the juilliard school
and eight others could not agree on a common capital plan
or fundraising course of action instead intramural rivalries
and disputes filled the vacuum besides some of those
organizations had daunting problems of their own levy tells
the inside story of the demise of the new york city opera the
metropolitan opera s need to use as collateral its iconic
chagall tapestries in the face of mounting operating losses
and the new york philharmonic s dalliance with carnegie hall
yet despite these and other challenges levy and the
extraordinary civic leaders at his side were able to shape a
consensus for the physical modernization of the sixteen acre
campus and raise the money necessary to maintain lincoln
center as the country s most vibrant performing arts
destination by the time he left lincoln center had prepared
itself fully for the next generation of artists and audiences
they told me not to take that job is more than a memoir of
life at the heart of one of the world s most prominent cultural
institutions it is also a case study of leadership and
management in action how levy and his colleagues
triumphantly steered lincoln center through perhaps the
most tumultuous decade of its history to a startling
transformation is fully captured in his riveting account
From Conflict Resolution to Peacebuilding 2019-11-05 as one
of the salient forces in the ritual life of those who worship the
pre christian and muslim deities called orishas the yorùbá
god of drumming known as Àyàn in africa and añá in cuba is
variously described as the orisha of drumming the spirit of
the wood or the more obscure yorùbá praise name asòròigi
wood that talks with the growing global importance of orisha
religion and music the consequence of this deity s power for



devotees continually reveals itself in new constellations of
meaning as a sacred drum of nigeria and cuba finds new
diasporas despite the growing volume of literature about the
orishas surprisingly little has been published about the
ubiquitous yorùbá music spirit yet wherever one hears
drumming for the orishas Àyàn or añá is nearby this
groundbreaking collection addresses the gap in the research
with contributions from a cross section of prestigious
musicians scholars and priests from nigeria the americas and
europe who have dedicated themselves to studying yorùbá
sacred drums and the god sealed within as well as offering
multidisciplinary scholarly insights from transatlantic
researchers the volume includes compelling first hand
accounts from drummer priests who were themselves history
makers in nigerian and cuban diasporas in the united states
venezuela and brazil this collaboration between diverse
scholars and practitioners constitutes an innovative
approach where differing registers of knowledge converge to
portray the many faces and voices of a single god
Baseball Card Price Guide 2002-03
They Told Me Not to Take that Job 2015-05-12
The Yoruba God of Drumming 2015-12-01
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